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Seminars in the Mist:
Should the Program Be Abohshed? ^^vePearson

Well, most of us probably would say NO, 
since ifwe thought YES we probably wouldn’t 
be here. So at the Guenilla Seminar held on 
March 1 and hosted by the Student Instruction 
Committee, the question was rephrased thus: 
Given the college ’ s aim to provide ‘ ‘a genuinely 
conceived liberal arts curriculum” as stated in 
the introduction to the college catalog, is the 
program effective? This is not, by the way, a 
question posed by a bunch of pretentious 
malcontents ; according to Daniel Flaumenhaft, 
the consideration of this question was the 
original aim of Scott Buchanan when he 
started Pohty.

Ten students gathered to address this 
question, and while many were things 
brought up during the two hours, the con
versation spent large amounts of time on 
three issues: secondaiy sources, the role of 
tutors, and the Language Tutorial. Several 
students thought that the discussion of 
great books could be better if we had more 
lectures and general summaries of each book 
(perhaps a Seminar Manual written by tutors) 
that could provide us with a brief outline of the 
main ideas we should be seeing in the books. 
Other students felt that by not having these 
materials, we understand the material better 
than students at other colleges who are told 
what the authors are saying. It was suggested 
that any secondary sources would have to be 
analyzed as closely as the primary texts if we 
are to be sure that they are tmstworthy; this 
would necessitate cuts in the reading list as it 
now stands. Also, it was asked just how im
portant it is that students always get the point 
of the readings; might it not be better to allow 
people the possibility of missing “the big 
picture,” since a student who honestly misses 
“the point” has still entered the conversation 
and perhaps can make a case that “the point” 
is not really in the text?

Some of the students felt that the program 
could be more effective if the tutors were more 
active in guiding the discussion. The problems 
this would solve ranged from students who 
missed the main ideas of atext to students who 
don’t prepare for class but talk anyway to 
students who never leam how to work together. 
Most of us agreed that good mtors do in fact 
reduce these problems ; we have all experienced 
the difference in a class when a tutor knows 
the material, rides the students to get then- 
work done, and provides an example of how 
to discuss the text that we can begin to use 
ourselves. But are these necessarily the 
quahties of a good tutor? A case could be

made that we would get more out of having a 
tutor who is not comfortable with the material, 
who assumes that we should be responsible 
for finding our own initiative to do the work, 
and who has difficulty discussing the material, 
since in all of these cases we have to do more 
work. Of course no one would advocate pre
venting tutors from teaching in their own 
fields; these objections were meant merely to 
make us question our own assumptions about 
how much we should rely upon the tutor. A 
tutor with whom I discussed this issue said

Given the college’s aim to provide 
“a genuinely conceived liberal arts 
curriculum” as stated in the intro
duction to the college catalog, is the 
program effective?

that smdents seem to expect more from the 
tutors than they used to, that they seem to have 
no longer the “we’re all in this together ap
proach.”

The lastpart of the seminar centered around 
the perennidly problematic Language Tuto
rial. One student said that this was the class 
that felt the least like the description in the 
catalog, and most of us agreed that we could 
not understand how the tutorial trained us “in 
the means of precise communication.” Some 
students wanted us to read more about lin
guistics and theories of communication, while 
others felt that we needed to leam Greek and 
French better in order to understand the 
grammatical questions raised by aclose reading 
of the texts. Many students felt that their 
classmates spend the first year-and-a-half 
waiting to be done with Greek because it is not 
well-presented by the Venable manual. It was 
suggested that the Hansen and Quiim manual 
did a much better job of making the students 
feel comfortable with the language from the 
start. In fact, those students who had used 
Hansen and Quinn felt that it satisfactorily 
answered all objections to the normal text
book, such as that normal textbooks do not 
make you examine the grammatical compo
nents of thought and language. Many students 
felt that liking the language was a very impor
tant part of the tutorial, and while it in some 
ways seems to counter the St. John’s approach 
to say that students need to like the material, it 
does make sense that the sooner students can 
see the beauty of Greek, the sooner they can 
have good discussions about language and

“the means of precise communication.”
This summary must leave out many of the 

details of the conversation; likewise the con
versation never got around to discussing how 
effectively the program teaches us the skills of 
musical analysis, mathematical demonstra
tion, and experiment. Since many of the stu
dents were Freshmen, a discussion of musictd 
analysis may have been unfeasible; the fact 
that demonstration and experiment were not 
discussed may mean that the smdents felt that 
the St. John’s approach, in these subjects that 

are the most different from the approach 
found at other schools, is effective. It could 
also mean though, that these skills are not 
considered as important by smdents and/or 
that any problems in teaching us these 
skills are not as easily noticed as in the case 
of the Seminar and the Language Tutorial. 
Hopefully, future discussion will show us 
how well the program works in these areas. 
If you have any comments to make on this 

discussion, please feel free to drop a note in 
campus mail to Steve Pearson or Darien Large. 
Better yet, come to one of the Smdent Instrac- 
tion Committee meetings, Wednesdays at 
lunch in the Private Dining Room. The SIC is 
a group of smdents who meet voluntarily to 
discuss issues that concern the academic life 
of the smdents at St. John’s College, and we 
welcome all smdents to tell us their concerns 
about the quality of the program. White we do 
not have any official say in making changes in 
the program, we do meet with the Faculty 
Instruction Committee to tell them what the 
concerns of the smdents are. Please come!
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Spring Break Firsts: 
Bi-campus Seminar, 
Basketball Game

—Christy MacElroy with Elizabeth Trice
For the first time ever, students from St. John's 

two campuses have come together during Spring 
Break to have a Bi-Campus All-College Seminar, 
and a basketball game.

The seminar was held on March 7 as part of a 
visit to the Santa Fe campus that fifteen Annapolis 
smdents made during their spring break. At 4:30, 
Tuesday afternoon, eight Annapolis and ten Santa 
Fe smdents met in ESL Rm.l09 to cuss and discuss 
over Flannery O’Connor’s short story "Everything 
That Rises Must Converge". The reading was chosen 
by members of the womens’ literature study group, 
and (my thanks, ladies) it was blessedly short. Since 
the length was not a burden on anyone’s schedule, 
the profitable conversation flowed freely and a good 
time was had by all. The plot told the story of the 
most important day in the life of a young man who 
can’t stand his mother. Incidentally, she more or less 
dies that day and in that moment the son’s true 
emotions are revealed. Perhaps it is extreme to say 
that the story was well-written and very meaningful, 
but, if the intensity of our conversation was any 
indication, then it is an accurate description.

The dynamics of the discussion were 
umemarkable and therefore remarkable. That is, 
despite the fact that our campuses are very different 
and very far apart, the same method of inquiry we are 
all learning so well makes the differences negligible. 
This phenomenon I find remarkable. Since the 
seminar was an offshoot of the women’s literature 
group, I must diverge for a moment. I don’t know 
whether it is the sun, the seminars, or the shorter hair, 
but the women I have seen on this campus are more 
confident and more assertive than the women in 
Annapolis, and that’s a compliment. God knows 
I’m not a PC women’s lib-er, but I do so like to hear 
a strong woman not afraid of the over-zealous men 
in her class once in a while.The Annapolis students 
then went on to deliver a wooden boat made by the 
Annapolis boat-building class to a buyer in Napa 
Valley, California.

During the week of March 20, five Santa Fe 
students are flying to Annapolis to play basketball 
against a selection of Annapoloids.

In the past, there have been Spartan Madball 
games in Memphis, Tennessee during Spring Break. 
It is hoped that inter-campus traditions will continue 
to be part of life at St. John's

— The MltfiVlflv .... . ........

The Two Campus Dilemma
—Brian Parkinson

Since the founding of the Santa Fe 
campus, St. John’s College has tried its 
best to preserve the concept of one col
lege on two campuses. At the very begin
ning all aspects of the curriculum were 
identical. However, due to differences in 
outlook and simation, the two campuses 
have gradually found themselves creat
ing separate identities. These differences 
include both curriculum and life style.

In the senior year at the Santa Fe 
campus all students participate in an art 
tutorial where painting and design are 
studied and practiced in much the same 
way as in the Sophomore music tutorial. 
The Sophomore music tutorials them
selves also differ greatly in subject matter 
and emphasis. Santa Fe has in addition 
started an Eastern Classics program that 
is analogous to its Western counterpart. 
These are just a few examples of the 
many small differences in the curriculum 
that have appeared between the cam
puses. Most ofthem concern the manuals 
used in the various tutorials.

Student life also bears a few distinc
tions. Annapolis has organized intramu
ral sports and fencing in which many 
students participate weekly—they also 
have a gym. Santa Fe students, on the 
other hand, enjoy pick-up games of bas
ketball, soccer and fencing—they also 
have T-shirts that say

St. John’s, Santa Fe
Great Books no Gym
Due to their respective locations, An

napolis offers its students the oppoitunity 
for boating and it is in close proximity to 
Baltimore and Washington D.C. The 
mountains and wilderness that surround 
the Santa Fe campus provide more soli
tary recreation. Santa Fe also has the 
Search and Rescue team that is com
prised of smdents and members of the 
public who help people lost or hurt in the 
wilderness.

Most of these differences should be 
welcomed as providing character and 
expanding a smdent’s options while at
tending St. John’s. However, a more 
troublesome factor exists that is causing 
a less welcome divergence. As Mr. Van 
Luchene describes in the annual “State
ment of Educational Pohcy and Program” 
that is alternately given by the dean in 
Santa Fe and Annapolis, there will be a 
small pay raise for mtors in Annapolis, of 
3% including a 1.5% bonus. This has 
happened before, but the problem is that

Santa Fe cannot commit to match this 
increase in the near fiimre. This threatens 
the unity of the campuses in so far as it 
complicates the intercampus transfer of 
mtors and therefore the concept of a single 
faculty on two campuses. There will also 
be a discrepancy in the cost of tuition next 
year: Annapolis' will be slightly higher.

There are many factors contributing to 
this financial simation. According to the 
Dean’s Statement, St. John’s in Santa Fe is 
the most expensive college within a radius 
of800miles. Since the majority of smdents 
go to school within 500 miles of home, 
they are more apt to choose a less expen
sive school. The problem is then com
pounded because thereis no tradition in the 
western United States of supporting ex
pensive independent schools. In the east 
such a tradition exists, and St John’s in 
Annapolis benefits from it by being in the 
middle bracket in mition for colleges in its 
area. To help in compensating for this 
predicament, St. John’s in S antaFe is in the 
process of financial adjustments.

These adjustments would primarily 
center on amending financial aid pKjUcy. 
These might include any of the following: 
increasing the importance and financial 
benefit of work-smdy, an increase in loans 
as opposed to grants, and possible scholar
ships to smdents who seem especially 
promising as St. John’s smdents. All of 
these measures are designed to alleviate 
the burden that the campus now suffers, 
being an instimtion that spends nearly as 
much on financial aid packages as it does 
on instruction. These steps, however, offer 
no guarantees of a reconciliation between 
the two campuses.

Mr. Van Luchene suggests in the State
ment of Educational Policy and Program 
that the campuses have diverged in some 
ways and should be thoughtful about fur
ther divergences. The latest Joint Instruc
tion Committeemeeting,comprised of three 
tutors from each campus, established 
guidelines as to what aspects of the program 
should be preserved between the two 
campuses. These included the develop
ment of intellecmal virmes that are not 
necessarily rooted in practical concerns 
Oeaming for the sake of learning), main
taining a discussion based form of instruc
tion in a small class format, and preserving 
the option of intercampus transfer for sm
dents.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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The Co-Education Crisis
The January 23rd, 1951 all college fo

rum on co-education focused on dorm regu
lations and eventually moved into questions 
concerning morals. Printed community re
actions to co-education can be found in the 
Collegian (re-printed below) and the year
books of 1950-51 and 1952-53. The 1951- 
52 yearbook, in the proud tradition of less- 
than-reliable school publications, died an 
untimely death halfway through the year.

Both the Co//egici« and the ‘51 yearbook 
are pre-co-educational; they face the deci
sions to be made, and expectations to be had 
before the arrival ofwomen on campus. The 
‘51 yearbook article entitled "The Adminis
tration and the Student Body", written by 
T.J. Williams, mentioned the problem of 
dorm regulations; it pointed out that “with 
the advent of women students in the fall of 
1951 certain difficulties about the dormito
ries would be, not created—^for women have 
been visiting St. John’s dorms for years— 
but intensified.” Even before co-education 
Johnnies weren’t monks!

More troublesome than the logistics of 
having women on campus while upholding 
the social mores of the time was the attitude 
and actions of the Administration in decid
ing to make St. John’s co-ed in the first 
place. The Administration stated that “in 
this matter the student body [is] merely a 
part of the public” and thus the students were 
not asked to express their views on how the 
tutorials and general learning environment 
at St. John’s would be changed by co-edu
cation. Williams’ article states that in de
ciding to come to St. John’s every student 
invests a certain amount of faith in the Pro
gram “.. .afaith that every St. Johnny renews 
when he has to tell his friends that he is not 
majoring in anything and, when pressed, has 
to try and explain just what he is studying.” 
Familiar to all of us, this necessary investment 
in and defense of the Program “denies the 
statement that it was purely an Administra
tive matter” since women would add an 
“extradimension” to the St. John’s education.

The split between the Administration 
and the student body apparently widened 
over the next two years, though the problem 
became one of practice rather than principle 
once the women arrived. The 1953 year
book article "A Familiar Problem" articulates 
the position of both the Administration and 
the students in the style of Thucydides’

Athenian/Melian dialogue. The title of the 
article itself indicates that the tension caused 
by women being introdiced to campus be
came, at least for a few years, a definitive 
part of campus life.

In the argument the Administration 
speaks of “pressure from outside”, “stan
dards of decent behavior” and general con
cerns about the reputation of the college: If 
the Great Books Program is so unacceptable 
now, how much more unacceptable will it be 
if it flouts the accepted moral standards of 
our society? The dissenting students come 
back with shouts of hypocracy and love of 
appearances. They accuse the Administra
tion of in effect saying “We will provide a set 
of dormitory regulations that will be a state-

In thefall of ‘51 the St. John’s commuity 
Will enter a phase which we hope will in 
some sense at least be fruitful. A College 
Fomm lia.s been callal by the Ii.\cculive 
CommitteeforTiies.Jan. 23atl?:(X>p.nLlo 
provide the college ctHnmunity (adminiv 
tratkm, faculty and Student Polity) with an 
opporhtnity to di.scuss how co-olucatfem 
willaffect St. John’s. Itwillbcimpossibleat 
tins time to anticipate the many situati<Hts 
whidh will arise when women come to live 
on this campus, so that this meeting can twt 
possibly have for its purpose a solution of 
these p'oblems, but rather must come to 
some agreement on the attitude with which 
these problems must be faced. Itisunfoitu- 
nate that the society in which wc live has 
founditnecessaiy toestablish separate txxles 
by which tte moral life of men and women 
must be judges!, hi considering the attitude 
with which we will meet these problems 
likely to rise next fall, wemust have in mind 
not so much the mores of the society in 
which we live, as the simple fact of human 
dignity and responsibility to that dignity.

The fact that there is an anticipation of 
tension over what will come alxHil next fall 
indicates that a sharp dicotomy between 
nutlc and female docs m rtrepre.scni a healthy 
iclatitmship in ctwamunal life. Thcrcfcffc in 
considering this problem it is advocated that 
we do not make the fatal mistake of consid
ering women as other dian students.

Parents ol' prosjieclivc students quite 
rightly concern lliemseivcs with tlic inonil

—Allison Eddy-Brown
ment to the world that we are trying to avoid 
promiscuity, but if you can get around these 
you are a clever fellow and there’s nothing 
we can do about it.” While the old policy 
regarding women visitors was “Discretion” 
the new policy would be “Enforced Discre
tion.” The students argue that if real moral 
law exists, then, in keeping with the St. 
John’s way, they had better find it for them
selves rather than trust someone else. The 
somewhat sophistical arguements of students 
come to a peak when they speak of the 
“destruction” of St. John’s because of these 
dorm regulations.

The unknown compiler of these two ar
guments ends the article by labehng the two 

Continued on page 8

altitude of the community tfutt their son or 
daughter is about to join. What must be 
undenstood Is that this attitude can not be 
judged in ternis of the mles and rcgulatioas 
imposed on the community, but rather this 
attitude can be judged only in terms of the 
rules and regulations which the community 
jHoposes to itself and a:cepts or rejects.

Females as such have certain pcgcntiali- 
fies peculiar to themselves. It is only in terms 
ofthese,th^ relations haveany conceivable 
justificarirm. It must be realized, however, 
that noamountof regulation can prevent diese 
potentialities from being actualized.

Imposed r^ulatkms can not beenforced! 
All they can pcjssibly represent is anticipated 
imespoasibility, and all they cmi possibly 
accomplish is topresenta surfaccrcspcctabil- 
ity. ThconJyconccivabJesolutionistfratcach 
student, male at«l female, assumes complete 
resptmsibiltty for his actions, ITus is the 
subjaX for Tuesday’s discussion.

It has been suggested that a temporary 
group of minimum restrictions be agreed 
upon and deserved for astated length of time, 
to give women a chance to familiarize them
selves with St John’s and men time to adjust 
themselves to women'sjwcsence. In light of 
the immedide novelty of the relationship this 
scans reasonable. After this initial period of 
familiarization it is hoped that an envious 
solution will :mggest itself.

The Editors

St John’s C&Ueguat Special Issue Anaapdis, Maryland jamiaiy 23,1951 

Adam and Eve on a Raft or Levitations from Leviticus
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Senior Readings changed Gender Differences in the Classroom
in Santa Fe -Daniel Flaumenhauft 

Dean Decrees Documents Destruction
During Winter Break, the Instruction Committee made several 

changes to the last few months of the Senior Seminar readings. They 
added three authors, dropped one, and made a number of changes in 
the Supreme Court decisions sequence. At the end of every year, 
according to Dean Stephen Van Luchene, the Committee meets to re
evaluate the seminar readings, and last year several members recom
mended that the changes be made. No final decision was reached over 
the summer, but a meeting on the subject was held in October, and the 
new schedule was prepared over the next vacation. Serious typo
graphical errors then delayed its release to students until 20 Febmary.

The most systematic of the changes occur in the nineteenth and 
twentieth century American politics readings. These, according to 
Mr. Van Luchene, are intended “to bring students into the world of 
contemporary politics and thought.” Because many of the readings 
are not “great books,” and cannot provide sufficient material for a 
seminar on their own, anranging them as seminar readings poses 
many difficulties. The new sequence is intended to clarify their 
relationship.

Whereas before, the topics of the court cases included readings on 
a variety of subjects, including the powers of the Supreme court and 
federal government, slavery, civil rights, the right to privacy, and 
religious freedom, the new sequence centers around a single group of 
issues: slavery and civil rights. As well as many court cases, seniors 
will no longer read Henry David Thoreau’s On Civil Disobedience.

Several new readings will replace the eliminated ones. Frederick 
Douglas’s autobiography will return to the program in order to 
complement the readings on slavery, and the American politics 
sequence will end with Regents of the University of California vs. 
Bakke, a 1978 affirmative action case. Two completely new works, 
Edmund Husserl’s The Origins of Geometry and Harmah Arendt’s 
On Humanity in Dark Times: Thoughts on Lessing, will round out the 
semester.

Aecording to Mr. Van Luchene, these two works form a sequence 
with the existing Heidegger readings: the former was a student of 
Husserl’s, and Arendt was, in turn, a student of Heidegger’s. In 
addition. The Origin of Geometry has greatly influenced the form of 
the College’s mathematics and laboratory classes. Some tutors ob
jected to the Arendt reading on the grounds that it was a response to 
an author whom we do not read; the committee decided that this 
problem was not serious as it had been given as part of a lecture series 
that had been established in memory of Lessing, and the references to 
him were largely a matter of courtesy.

The first altered reading is that of Monday, April 17, and Mr. Van 
Luchene asks that all seniors who have not already destroyed their 
uneorrected reading lists do so now. Mr. Van Luchene agrees that 
burning and shredding are both acceptable means of destroying 
documents, but, as can be seen in the works of Ian Fleming (which 
have never been assigned in senior seminar) the best thing to do is to 
tear the old reading Ust into tiny bits and swallow them. Please be 
careful not to swallow the staples.

—Brady Parkhurst

First he said 
that he inter
rupts women 
more often than 
men, hut that he 
does so out of 
hahit rather 
than ill-intent.

After interviewing several people concerning gender differences 
in the classrooms at St. John’s, I’ve come to the following under
standings.

The first is in agreement with Dean Brann. Any differences that 
are found between men and women are not able to be generalized to 
include men and women everywhere, though differences may be 
found within a given community. Some people disagreed with this, 
one saying that, since there are so many other physiological differ
ences, the brains, and therefore the minds of women and men are 
probably different. This may be true, but I feel that these differences 
are not great enough to be important.

The first question that I posed for most 
people was whether or not women are more 
shy than men in classes. Opinions were 
mixed. None of the women I spoke to said yes 
in a direet manner. I think the point of view 
that I agreed with the most was stated by a 
Sophomore male. First he said that he inter
rupts women more often than men, but that he 
does so out of habit rather than ill-intent. He 
then said, “It may be that I don’t pay attention 
to women, but I think that’s true of a lot of 
other people, certain tutors too.” While only 

a few of the women I spoke to felt that women are shy, at least half 
of the men 1 spoke with stated that women are definitely more shy than 
men. Lee Hogart said, “Of the silent people, the majority are women. 
Half the women in my seminar are silent and it’s not half of the men 
that are silent.”

If I am accusing people of ignoring women, I am not doing so from 
the point of view of one who is innocent, though I have taken time to 
reconsider my aetions as a result of these interviews. In the course of 
these interviews one woman felt that I had ignored her. I did ignore 
her, and I did so out of habit. I am not denying that there exist classes 
in which women tend to be shy, but I also think that being careful not 
to ignore women is a good practice (note that I am not suggesting that 
we pay special attention to women because they are women, unless 
the question asks for their experiece on a gender-specific subject).

Another issue that should be mentioned is being aggressive to the 
point of intimidating people. While most people mentioned that 
many women are assertive, the people who are extremely aggressive 
usually seem to be men. Allison-Eddy Brown is the only woman who 
felt that she is sometimes very aggressive. But she also expressed 
annoyance at “testosterone-out battles” that sometimes occur in 
philosophy seminars.

Another question that came up is whether academic subjects can 
be divided between subjeets that men are better in and subjects that 
women are better in. While people seemed to have strong opinions 
on this subject, the opinions varied a great deal. Stephen Urich feels 
that everyone who speaks regularly in our (I’m in his class) math 
tutorial is a man. Janis Thompson, on the other hand, said, “I have the 
power-women math elass.” There is enough variation that any 
classes that do fit the stereotypes probably do so on accident.
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OF^INION
For a long time we have hesitated to 
write a piece about women. The 
subject is irritating, especially to 
women.

—paraphrased from Simone de Beauvoir's 
The Second Sex

Women at St. John’s spend very little time 
thinking about who or what we are as womea It 
doesn’t seem like it should be foremost in our 
thoughts, seeing as we are primarily humans and 
individuals. HereatSL John’s we ideally focus 
on what it means to be human, not what it means 
to be male or female. We all knew that when we 
decided to come here. We also knew that the 
authors on the program were, with a few ex
ceptions, male. We didn’t think that this would 
be a problem, because these books are great, and 
their tmths should be readily apparent to any 
reader.

However, firom the beginning of fieshman 
year, we noticed something in our readings of 
seminar texts. Whenever we found something 
distasteful to us, be it blood & guts, honor & 
glory, slavery or the treatment of women, we 
tried to be objective. We tried to rationalize that 
things had changed since then and that the reac
tion we were having was an emotional one, one 
that perhaps wasn’t justified. We felt that we 
should £5)preciatethetextmore,andnotcondenm 
it due to our own lack of imderstanding or 
experience.

Once seminars had begim, we tried to figure 
out the protocol the makes a good seminar. One 
of the first things we learned was that the more 
dry and objective the topic and discussion, the 
smoother the seminar. This meant staying away 
firom any subject that could possibly make an 
individual uncomfortable. Whenever a touchy 
or personal subject would come up, everyone 
would re-cross their legs and examine their 
fingernails. Often someone would change the 
subject or say, ‘ “Let’s not get into that.’ ’ Because 
of this, we were unlikely to bring up the topics 
that affected us most

Of course, this didn’t always have to do with 
the fact that we are women. Most students have 
had similar experiences. We all screen our 
emotional reactions to some degree before ex
pressing them in seminar. Issues firom which we 
can’t stay emotionally detached are avoided, so 
as to appear more rational in discussion.

However, in addition to personal hang-ups, 
we found ourselves screening for reactions that 
could be written off as purely a modem woman’s 
perspective. This bothers us. A large part of who 
we are as humans is made up of our individual

experiences. This includes gender, race, up
bringing and contemporary views. None of 
these should be considered hang-ups; rather, 
they are integral parts of what makes us indi
viduals.

There does seem to be a marked difference 
between the limits to which male and female 
students see their subjectivity extend. In oirr self- 
imposed objectivity, we sometimes found oirr 
participation in class bordering on sexless. Upon 
speaking with our male peers, we foimd that they 
didn’t consider their sex to affect their objectiv
ity. Usuallythiswasnotaproblembecausemost 
oMe texts were writtenfromamaleperspective. 
We found that as more believable female char
acters were introduced, the questions raised by 
them were more ^rprroachable, and women’s 
perspectives becamemorepertinentto discussion. 
While this is encouraging, we still feel that the 
college as a whole needs to leam to discuss 
subjects that are “difficult” with the same intelli
gence and creativity that we discuss the more 
traditional academic topics.

While this is not an easUy attained goal, we 
think that as the community asawholerecognizes 
a larger variety of perspectives as valid, a more 
honest dialogue will be possible. Perhaps then 
we could continue the conversation of Western 
literature as complete thinking and feeling men 
and women.

Heather Pool and Elizabeth Trice

Should Tutors be required to teadi 
all segments of pn^ram?

To the St John’s Community,
InmyarticleontheGuerrillaSeminar“Should 

the Program Be Abolished?’, I reported only 
topics discussedin the seminar itself, although in 
one instance I offered objections that wctc not 
made during the seminar but that 1 felt should 
have been. However, one issue which was hinted 
at in the seminar but never made explicit and so 
not mentionedin the article, has been on my mind 
of late, and is perh^s my biggest complaint 
about the current sttucture of the program. I have 
never been comfortable with the fact that tutors 
do not seem to be required to teach all segments 
of the program.

I do not recall where I got the idea, but I 
thought that tutors are expected to teach all areas 
of the curriculum. In the admissions material I 
have, though, the strongest statement I can find 
(and maybe I am just missing it) is that tutors are 
expected to teach outside their own subject areas.

Perh^s I am remembering the words of an 
article written aboutStiJohn’sbutnotnecessarily 
endorsed by the school, but other people I have 
talked to have the same impression, and if this is 
not the school’s policy, then the school should 
dispelthis idea. Irr«)farastheadmissions material 
states that tutors are to be active learners, to 
educate themselves in areas outside their spe
cialty, and to be equal members of the class with 
the students, I believe this impression is under
standable. But I concede that the language is 
vague enough not to imply that all tutors teach all 
classes. Yetevenifthisbethecase,Iambothaied 
that they are not required to do so.

Although I do not think it is necessarily 
harmful, I do wonder how we as students look at 
the tutors, and at the program, once we know that 
they do not have to teach all the classes. Are we 
really seeing the tutor as just another member of 
the class when we know that other tutors will not 
teach this subject because they fear they wiD not 
know the material enough to help the class? It 
seems to me that this knowledge inclines us to 
think that the tutors who do teach the class have 
some competence in the field, a notion that is not 
easily dispelled even when the tutor admits it to 
be untme. Also, are we able to see the tutors as 
more advanced learners when we are required to 
take classes that they are not required to teach? 
While itmay not h^rpen often enough to beareal 
problem, it can be frustrating when you bring up 
something from another class that your tutor 
(especially if he or she has been here awhile) 
cannot address.

In short, we as students seem to expect too 
much firom our tutors because they do not teach 
all classes. Granted, once we have a tutor who 
really knows the material, we want always to get 
tutors who know the material, but this may be a 
detriment to us in the long run. It becomes easy, 
especially during the really hectic times in the 
program, to rely on the fact that our tutor can 
explain thematerialinapinch,andthereforeto do 
less work on our own. On the other hand, whUe 
I sometimes get frustrated that my Lab tutor is 
only in Ws first time through Junior Lab, I mostly 
find that this makes me do more work outside of 
class, and very often that this allows the class the 
freedom to explore alternatives that may not be 
right, but that are not clearly prohibited by the 
text, and that are in a sense valid misunderstand
ings which may be as instiuctive when we 
understand why they are wrong as when we are 
told what the ‘Tacts” are.

Insofar as we do not seem terribly hurt by 
tutors who do not teach all areas, the problem is 
perhaps unimportanL But I also wonder about 
Jiowweseetiie^rogumbased^^OTiJiovr^
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tutors teach it It seems that all tutors do teach all 
the seminars, aU of Freshman year, and all of 
Sophomore year with the exception of music. 
Does this mean that the subject matter of semi
nar, i.e. philosophy and literature, is more impor
tant than that of the tutorials? Does this mean that 
we are more devoted to the ancients (even Fresh
man lab, insofar as it relies mostly upon obser
vation, can be seen as part of the ancient world) 
than we are to the modems? Yet if a liberal arts 
education is supposed to make us good citizens, 
how can we be good citizens in the modem, 
scientific world if the modems and the scientists 
are slighted? (I am not, by the way, saying this 
becuase I like the modems; I do not.)

Further, if tutors apply here without wanting 
to teach all parts of the program, are they seeing 
the program in the same way we are? As a 
student, I came here partly because I would have 
to take courses I probably would not take on my 
own, and, as a future professor, I want to be able 
to teach in as many different areas as possible. I 
thought the attraction of this school was that 
professOTS who could not limit themselves to one 
areacould study and teach as many things as they 
want Are professors applying here simply be
cause we have more room for people who are not 
in “politically correct” fields, e.g. classical phi
losophy, science, oreven pre-Twentieth Century 
literature?

I am not trying to impute motives to those 
tutors who refuse to teach certain classes. I am 
just bothered by why someone would want to 
teach here if they are unwilling to teach all parts 
of the program. And I am not saying that tutors 
who do this are bad; I have had wonderful tutors 
who do refuse to teach certain classes. At the 
least, tutors who do not wish to teach certain 
subjects should be required to take those same 
courses, if not actively prepare to teach them. 
What concerns me is that we students have 
somehow gotten an impression that is not hue, 
and also that the nature of things may in some 
way affect the way we approach our education 
here and prevent the school from effectively 
providingthe liberal arts education thatthecatalog 
states is its purpose.

Many of the people at the Guerrilla Seminar 
saidthat more tutorinvolvementwouldbe helpful. 
I think we need to ask why we think this, and to 
examine what we understand a tutor to be and 
how much self-rehance we are willing to accept 
for ourselves. Ifthecatalogis conectthat education 
depends upon the activity and initiative of the 
students, then this belief may obstruct the edu
cation we have come here to get

- The itSftTlVlflv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cobalt Blue: The man, the 
myth the legend -cberg

I recently had the opportunity to spend some time with Cobalt Blue, assistant 
director of laboratories in Armapolis for the past three years, graduate of S JC Santa 
Fe in ‘92, and campus personality extraordinaire. This is what he had to say:

R
Moonfly: To start with, where were you bom?

Cobalt Blue: I wasn’t so much bom, as I was thrown into this uttiverse.

MF: How about a short biography?
CB: Okay, I first started at Lawrence University in Wisconson, which I found 

very boring and dreadful. The next year I tried to come to Santa Fe, but because 
of finances I ended up in Annapolis instead. I got there in the summer, and lived 
in my ‘72 Buick with two heroine addicts until the dorms opened. The next year, 
I came to Santa Fe, where I hved in the stable that once stood where the suites are 
now, with Tony Lagouranis. I’m very sorry to see that stable go, it was the finest 
stable I’ve known.

After I graduated in ‘92,1 had no clue what to do. I worked various jobs, 
including a 7-11, where I learned to do this really well (raising his arms high into 
the air) and a job as a repo man. After that, I came back to St. John’s where I’ve 
had my current job for the past three years. Now you have it.

MF: What are your goals in life?
CB: To build an entire house out of Leggo’s 

(including the toilets) and to wear the Winnie-the- 
Pooh costume at Disneyland or in the Ice Capades.

MF: What are your thoughts on the city of An
napolis?

CB: There are places on earth where insects live 
forever and men can’t die soon enough.

MF: What about Santa Fe?
CB: [Santa Fe is] proof that life can exist in a 

vacuum.
MF: Which campus do prefer?
CB: SantaFe. In Annapohs, they work hard to get 

stuff done, and then they work to have fun. In Santa 
Fe, they work to get stuff done, and they just have fun.

MF: Would you happen to have any irrational 
fears that folks might want to know about?

CB: Escalators, spontaneous combustion and being devoured by sloths.
MF: What are your feelings about St. John’s in general?
CB: It is the platypus of all colleges. If you took 400 people that you would not 

eat lunch with in high school and crammed all these lovable misfits into one 
campus, you’d have St. John’s.

MF: What do you consider your greatest accomphshment in life so far?
CB: Being voted most likely to become a soUpsist. (Of course I was the only 

one miming.) [Webster says that a solipsist is one who beheves that only the self 
can be known to exist, -ed.]

MF: What would you say is your basic philosophy of life?
CB: If you see someone without a smile get the hell out of their way. Don’t run 

with sharp objects. Don’t make that face or it will stay that way and those who live 
in glass houses shouldn’t.

MF: What are your basic ideas on economy?
CB: Pay when you can, steal when you must, and never take more than you can 

carry in both arms.
MF: What is the best way to find happiness?
CB: When the going gets tough, the tough throttle those responsible. (It may 

not make things better, but it sure is satisfying.)
MF: What hobbies do you have?

"If you see 
someone 
without a 

smile get the 
hell out of 

their way. "

—Steve Pearson, SF ’96 Continued on page 8
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"Profile" continued from page 7
CB: Hitting things with my head and 

breathing.
MF: Do you have any favorite toys?
CB: Yeah, Lincoln Logs and 

matches.
MF: What about a favorite saying?
CB: Either “Never once do my fin

gers leave my hands.” or “Officer, I’ve 
never seen that girl in my Ufe.”

MF: A favorite luncheon meat?
CB: Gee, uh, I never really consid

ered that. It’s a very silly question. 
Certainly not bologna. It’s made out of 
horse eyelids.

MF: Did you have a favorite class 
here?

CB: Senior math with Spike 
[Venable].

MF: Okay, to finish off. I’ll ask the 
question that everyone on both cam
puses is dying to know the answer to: 
Just why did you change your name, 
anyway?

CB: Well, I could tell you, but then 
I’d have to kill you. No, seriously, it is 
one of two things, I won’t say which: 
First, have you ever heard of the wimess 
protection program? And second, I used 
to be a female midget wrestler. That is,
I used to wrestle with female midgets.

-------------------  The MttlMl^lflv —
"Dilemma" continued from page 3

In areas where an amount of independence has been granted to the individual campuses there 
is still an attempt to reconcile differences and leam from each other. For instance, earlier this year 
tutors from both campuses visited each other to compare approaches in the Freshman Lab 
curriculum. The Calculus units in Junior Mathematics, according to Mr. Van Luchene, have 
actually become more similar in recent years. Such attempts at communication will most likely 
be central to the maintenance and improvement of curriculum and the college as a whole, should 
current financial trends continue.

In an interview Mr. Van Luchene described the divergence of the campuses as analogous to 
the natural growth of two plants of the same species. While they are under common directives, they 
will still grow to show distinctive qualities. Because of geographic location and a distinctive faculty 
and student body one must expect and allow for such differences to arise. This will occur in any 
situation when two communities strive to attain similar goals under dissimilar conditions.

"Women" continued from page 4
parties “Youth and Age.” The author finally decides that moderation is the key—Youth should 
submit to some guidance since the college at that time was in loco parentes, and Age ahould not 
squeeze Youth into the “deadening uniformity” of “conventional bourgeois ‘respectability’.”

The problems of the fall of 1951 had to do with education and sex. In such a small and intense 
community both students and Administrators were struck with crises. Students, allowing for 
controlled libedoes, were concerned with maintaining free communication between students, 
and the notion that each student must come to personal knowledge of the Good rather than leam 
it by rote. Administration wanted to avoid sexual anarchy and negative publicity in order to 
more easily defend the St. John’s curriculum in the public eye.

Fourty-four years and a sexual revolution or two later the students and Administrators at our 
school may not have to deal with these particular problems. Though many things have changed, 
we do still defend the Program before our friends, we still struggle with notions of individual 
dignity and mutual respect, and we are still worried about the school’s public image.
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